Stop Bullying

I was so little when bullying entered my life
And I didn't know what was happening until I got older
And I wasn't happy about it, it caused so much pain
So I locked up my heart so no one can ever get in

Why do we bully
Why do we bully
Until people start to hurt themselves
Why don't you stop all of this Madness
And just stop bullying

But standards don't you know you can stop this from happening by telling someone Or even stopping it yourself So no one can get hurt And everyone can leave peacefully And you just helped someone not get low self-esteem
Why do we bully
Why do we bully
Until people start to hurt themselves
Why don't you stop all of this
Madness
And just stop bullying

All of the teasing not worth it
Everyones made different you this
Arguing only lead fighting
Do we really want this for the younger generation

Why do we bully
Why do we bully
Until people start to hurt themselves
Why don't you stop all of this
Madness
And just stop bullying